SPECIAL RULES FOR SAFE COMPETITION
These rules set out the special conditions and the practical details specific to the
Safe Competition. For all other matters, please refer to the General Competition
Rules of the Company, which are attached and form an integral part hereof and
are available at www.circus.be.
Participation in this competition constitutes full and unreserved acknowledgement
and acceptance of these special rules and the General Competition Rules. No
dispute will be accepted.
Competition name: Safe (hereinafter the “Competition”)
B: Organizer: CIRCUS BELGIUM S.A. Rue des Guillemins 129, 4000 Liège
(hereinafter the “Company”)
C: Duration of the competition: From 08/11/2021 to 28/11/2021 (or 31/12/2021
depending on how the Competition proceeds)
D. Competition location: All Circus Casino gaming halls.
E. Territorial limits: Belgian territories
F. Conditions for participation:
- Compulsory registration at Circus.be;
- Compulsory presence in a Circus Casino gaming hall;
- Full completion of the Competition form with all the requested information;
- Correct answer for the question asked on the Competition form;
- Placing of the form in the box provided in the Circus Casino gaming halls or
handing it to a member of the Circus Casino gaming hall staff who will place it in
the box provided;
- Single daily attempt of a combination of numbers on the safe’s lock.
Each participant can submit a single and unique form per day and per Circus
Casino gaming hall.
G. The running of the Competition
1. Participation in the Competition as it is
Participation in the Competition is exclusively carried out in person in the Circus
Casino gaming galls by:
1) Completing the Competition form with all the requested information,
correctly answering the question and placing the form in the box provided
or handing it to a member of the Circus gaming hall staff. Any nonconforming competition forms (illegible, crossed out, incomplete, ripped,

photocopied or another fraudulent act) will
automatically invalidate the participation of the player concerned.
2) Trying a combination of numbers on the safe’s lock in the Circus Casino
gaming hall.
The Competition will take place as follows:
The Competition will start on 8/11/2021 and finish on 28/11/2021 if the code for
the safe of the last week of the Competition is worked out and therefore allows
the safe to be opened. If the code isn’t found, the Competition will end once the
safe has been opened and at the latest on 31/12/2021.
Clues will be communicated to participants every Monday during the game, on
the social media site Facebook, so participants can find out what they are and try
to find the combination of numbers that will open the lock.
There will be 3 prizes per Circus gaming hall for the duration of the Competition
(08/11/2021 to 28/11/2021). On 31/12/2021, any unopened safes will be
withdrawn from the gaming hall and potential prizes canceled.
Only one form will be given out to participants per day (one form per day, per
participant, per gaming hall). Any multiple participations (several tries in the same
gaming hall on the same day) will automatically invalidate the participation of the
player concerned.
2. Determining a winner(s) and attributing prizes
The prizes will be attributed to the participant once they have correctly completed
the competition form, correctly answered the question on the form given to
participants and finally, worked out the combination of numbers that opens the
safe’s lock.
The prizes consist of the sum of 400 euros in cash within the safe. Every week,
400 euros in cash will be added to the base prize. If the safe isn’t opened in the
first week, 400 euros will be added to the prize for the second week and so on
and so forth, that is to say up to a maximum of 1,200 euros per gaming hall to
win.
The decorative gold bars are not part of the prize to be won in this Competition.
H. Terms of notification of the winner and withdrawal of prize
After the Competition form has been verified by the gaming hall staff, the winner
can collect the prize directly in the gaming hall after opening the safe.
I. Personal data protection

The participants' personal data communicated to the Company as part of the
Competition is processed by the Company for marketing purposes (marketing
related to offering new games and bets online, including sending text messages,
telephone calls, paper or electronic newsletters).
The Company devotes the greatest care to the protection of the personal data
that participants provide. By participating in the Competition, the participants
confirm to acknowledge having read and agreed to the terms and conditions for
processing of personal data defined in the Privacy Policy available here:
https://www.circus.be/Templates/Content/circus_be/default/documents/cgucircusbe-privacy_fr.pdf.

Participants are informed that their names and contact details will be processed
according to the terms and conditions set out in the aforementioned Privacy
Policy. This data will be included in an address file that can be made available to
third parties and/or that can be used internally or for commercial purposes ("direct
marketing"). Any participant can request a copy of the data concerning them and
have it rectified. They may, at their request and free of charge, oppose the
processing of data concerning them by Circus Belgium.
Any request regarding the processing or the protection of personal data and the
exercise of any rights to such data, should be sent to the following address:
privacy@circus.be and/or dpo@circus.be. The interested party must attach to
their deriving application the exact content of the right they wish to exercise, their
contact details and address, and a legible copy of their identity card or passport.

